We derive several equations that determine the stability of purely hydrodynamic flow of an electrically conducting fluid with respect to creation of magnetic field. One equation determines the evolution of arbitrarily large disturbances of the hydrodynamic flow and provides extension of the Reynolds-Orr equation that includes the magnetic degrees of freedom. This equation allows to demonstrate that, for hydrodynamic and magnetic Reynolds numbers below a threshold, the purely hydrodynamic flow is non-linearly stable and magnetic field of an arbitrary initial amplitude decays. In the case of high Reynolds number turbulence, the non-linear stability bound is provided via properties of ordinary hydrodynamic turbulence and an unknown constant of order one. In the case where the perturbations of magnetic field are small, the so-called kinematic dynamo, we revisit Childress and Backus bounds and provide equation for logarithmic growth rate of the magnetic energy. This equation demonstrates that the rate has the form of infinite-dimensional generalization of the Lyapunov exponent. Thus it is plausible that the rate can be determined from a single realization of evolution similarly to the Lyapunov exponents. The form could also provide a shortcut to the numerical determination of the growth rate. We illustrate its usage by providing an estimate for the critical magnetic Reynolds number below which the magnetic field decays in turbulence exponentially.
Introduction
Flows of electrically conducting fluids are of major interest in fluid mechanics with a vast array of applications including plasmas, liquid metals and salt water. In many cases no source of significant magnetic fields is present so that the field can be maintained only due to the energy transfer between the flow and the field. That transfer occurs in incompressible case by stretching of the magnetic field lines (Landau & Lifshitz 2013; Davidson 2002) , starting at some point in the past with a seed, possibly small, magnetic field into which the flow started to pump energy. It seems inevitable, by analogy with ordinary fluid mechanical stability (Landau & Lifshitz 2013; Drazin 2002) that, for dissipation coefficients of viscosity and magnetic resistivity larger than some critical values, the laminar hydrodynamic flow is stable. This fundamental property, not limited to the linear stability with respect to small disturbances, is proved in fluid mechanics by the study of the so-called Reynolds-Orr equation equation (Landau & Lifshitz 2013) . However seemingly no similar equation has been written in magnetohydrodynamics, see e. g. Davidson (2002) . Here we fill in this gap and provide different extensions for the cases of small and large disturbances. We demonstrate that the equation is as useful as its hydrodynamic counterpart and also provides a tool for calculating the logarithmic rate of change of the field.
Formulation
The Lorentz force that describes the impact of magnetic field on the flow is quadratic in the field's amplitude. In contrast, the induction equation is linear in the field. Thus disturbances of large and small magnitudes must be distinguished. For small disturbances the hydrodynamic flow initially obeys closed evolution which is independent of the magnetic field. The evolution of the magnetic field is passive and is described by a setting which is similar to the usual linear stability problem of the hydrodynamic flow. The question of whether the field grows, eventually creating a large Lorentz force that can no longer be neglected, is studied by the kinematic dynamo problem. However, even if it is found that the magnetic field decays, this does not guarantee that the hydrodynamic flow, defined here as the flow with zero magnetic field, is realized. The linear stability guarantees only the field decay at large times, allowing for growth at intermediate times where the field can become so large as to produce significant impact on the flow and lead to a non-linear instability (Roberts 1965) . Thus linear stability analysis is incomplete even in the case of small initial perturbations of the magnetic field. If the initial disturbances are already large, the non-linear instability can occur directly. We start from the study of this non-linear or global stability. We consider the magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) equations of incompressible flow v ′ coupled to the (rescaled) magnetic field B, see e.g. Landau & Lifshitz (2013) ,
The flow is driven by the body forces f and/or no-slip boundary condition prescribing the flow at the boundary of the region S. The fluid density is set to one so that p ′ is the sum of the hydrodynamic and magnetic pressure terms, ν is the kinematic viscosity and η is the magnetic resistivity. We assume that there are no sources of the magnetic field so the field can only exist due to initial perturbations, B(t = 0) = 0. We assume B = 0 outside the flow domain which implies that normal component of B on the boundary vanishes. We assume also that there are no surface currents so that the tangential component vanishes also and B(S) = 0, cf. Landau & Lifshitz (2013) ; Lee (2018) . Generalizations to other possible conditions is beyond our purposes here. The equations allow for a purely hydrodynamic flow solution,
We want to find a condition that guarantees that any initial disturbance v ′ (t = 0) and B(t = 0) decays to v. The linear stability analysis does not apply since the disturbances are not assumed to be small. We observe that u = v ′ − v obeys
Scalar multiplication with u and integration gives for "kinetic energy" E kin ≡ u 2 dx/2
4)
where s is the rate-of-strain tensor and we used u(S) = 0. Similarly, using B(S) = 0,
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3 where E m ≡ B 2 dx/2 is the magnetic energy. We find for total energy
where we defined two quadratic forms Q i (ξ) for any vector field ξ
The quantities T and D were introduced in Landau & Lifshitz (2013) . The forms are considered for solenoidal vectors ξ that vanish on the boundary. Since Eq. (2.6) reduces to the Reynolds-Orr equation of hydrodynamic stability for B ≡ 0 (Landau & Lifshitz 2013; Drazin 2002; Serrin 1959) , we call it the extended Reynolds-Orr equation. The T terms in Q i describe the energy transfer from v to u and B and are not sign definite.
The D terms describe the energy decay due to viscosity and resistivity respectively and are positive unless ξ is constant. The equation allows to give a simple criterion of global stability -if both Q i (ξ) are negative for any ξ then the disturbance decays. The form Q 1 was well-studied in the frame of the Reynolds-Orr equation and Q 2 differs from Q 1 only by the sign of the T term, cf. Jones (2007) for studies of Q 2 . Hence we can transfer many results from the study of the Reynolds-Orr equation. Immediate conclusions hold for flows v having the symmetry v → −v. This symmetry holds for flows for which the non-linear term in the Navier-Stokes equations vanishes identically such as pipe or channel flows. We consider as an example the Couette flow between two concentric cylinders with inner and outer radii R 1 and R 2 and angular velocities Ω 1 and Ω 2 , respectively. We find that if both ν and η are greater than ν c defined by ν −1 c |Ω 2 − Ω 1 | = π 2 (R 2 2 − R 2 1 ) (R 1 R 2 ln(R 2 /R 1 )) −2 then arbitrary disturbances decay and the Couette flow is globally stable, cf. Serrin (1959) . Thus in the limit of large viscosity and resistivity (here given by ν > ν c and η > ν c ) the laminar hydrodynamic flow is stable. Similar result can be derived for any laminar flow. We introduce dimensionless variables by rescaling all flows and B by a typical velocity value V 0 , coordinates by a typical scale L and time by L/V 0 . Denoting the dimensionless variables by the same letters with no ambiguity, we find that
, and Eq. (2.6) is unchanged. We introduced hydrodynamic and magnetic Reynolds numbers by Re ≡ V 0 L/ν and Re m ≡ V 0 L/η respectively. We find by writing
both Q i are negatively definite and the flow is globally stable. Here max ξ denotes the maximum over all solenoidal vector fields ξ that vanish on the boundary. Thus, since max ξ (−T /D) = −min ξ T /D,Re andRe m are determined by the maximum and the minimum of T /D. These exist since both T and D are quadratic in ξ (Landau & Lifshitz 2013) . The variational equations for u at which T /D is maximal are well-known (Serrin 1959; Drazin 2002) and those for B at which (−T /D) is maximal are found by changing s → −s. We find designating the Lagrange multipliers associated with incompressibility constraints by λ and λ ′ that
ThusRe andRe m , that characterize non-linear stability, are found from a linear problem which sometimes is similar to that in linear stability analysis, however not always (Drazin 2002; Serrin 1959) . In some cases of Eq. (2.9) such as the planar Couette flow considered in Drazin (2002) the maximum is invariant under the change s → −s implyingRe = Re m . However generallyRe =Re m though they can obviously be studied similarly. The stability criteria Re <Re and Re m <Re m provide non-trivial information as it is obvious from the studies of hydrodynamic stability (Drazin 2002) .
Explicit Bounds
Global stability bounds provided by Eq. (2.8) are not explicit. To determineRe and Re m it is necessary to solve Eqs. (2.9) for each given domain and matrix field s. It is possible by loosening the tightness of the bound to provide explicit general bounds that hold for any flow. This is done by straightforward transfer of the treatment of Reynolds-Orr equation that we only sketch here referring to Serrin (1959) for details. We observe that if the domain of the flow can be enclosed in a cube with side d then Serrin (1959) 
Similarly we have the inequalities m min ξ 2 dx ξ i ξ k s ik dx m max ξ 2 dx where m min 0 and m max 0 are the minimal and maximal eigenvalues of the traceless symmetric matrix s ik over the domain of the flow. We find that
We conclude that the magnetic field decays and v ′ relaxes to v if |m min |d 2 /α < ν and m max d 2 /α < η. If we defined hydrodynamic and magnetic Reynolds numbers as |m min |d 2 /ν and m max d 2 /η respectively then global stability would hold for the values of these dimensionless parameters that smaller than α, cf. Serrin (1959) . Moreover if |m min |d 2 /α < ν and m max d 2 /α < η theṅ
3) We conclude that the logarithmic decay rate of the energy is no smaller than 2 max |m min |−αν/d 2 , m max −αη/d 2 . This reduces for B ≡ 0 to the result of Serrin (1959) . A similar criterion can be obtained by writing Serrin (1959) . We have for any κ > 0
4)
We find using κ = η or κ = ν and introducing the maximal velocity of the flow v max that
where we introduced hydrodynamic and magnetic Reynolds numbers Re and Re m respectively. This form proves that the flow v is globally stable if
This provides universal concrete criteria of global stability. The bounds can be improved (Backus 1958; Serrin 1959) 
Nonlinear Stability
The previous considerations apply mostly to the low Reynolds number laminar stationary background flows though generalizations are possible for stable time-dependent flows. In the opposite limit of large Reynolds number, when the flow is not hydrodynamically stable and turbulent (Frisch 1995) , the Reynolds-Orr equation and its magnetic extension become less relevant because Q 1 (ξ) is positive for a vast range of ξ. Still the magnetic Reynolds number might be so small that time-derivative of magnetic energy, given by Eq. (2.5), is negative for all B for reasonable properties of v ′ (large Re and small Re m implies small magnetic Prandtl number ν/η). Irrespective of the dependence of v ′ on B via the first of Eqs. (2.1) we have from Eqs. (2.5), (3.2) and (3.5) that
where the primes signify that the quantities are derived from to v ′ rather than from v. We introduced the magnetic energy per unit volume e m (t) where V is the volume of the flow. The above equations hold instantaneously at time t. They demonstrate that, despite that v ′ depends in an unknown fashion on B, see Eqs.
(2.1), we can still claim that for any given disturbance of arbitrary magnitude the magnetic energy decays instantaneously for Re m below a threshold. This instantaneous threshold depends on the details of the initial disturbance where rough estimates can be made using energy conservation considerations. However as long as we are interested only whether the magnetic field disappears in the long-time limit we can use
which is obtained by time integration of Eqs. (4.1) from zero to t, division by t and taking the limit. The angular brackets stand for time averaging. This form allows to establish the non-linear stability bound by consistency demand. We concentrate on the bound implied by the last of the equations above, since turbulent velocity gradients are determined by small-scale eddies which can be seen to imply that the corresponding bound would be weaker by a power of Re. If we assume that the flow is unstable with respect to generation of magnetic field then the asymptotic state at large times is a MHD turbulence where we assume that the driving forces are stationary. The MHD turbulence is characterized by a finite v ′2 max which is equal by order of magnitude to the kinetic energy v ′2 /2. Typically this would also agree by order of magnitude with the purely hydrodynamic turbulence's v 2 /2 or v 2 max determined by Eq. (2.2). Hence if we introduce v ′2 max = c v 2 max then we find the global stability criterion
The only difference of this criterion from the last of Eqs. (3.6), besides the obvious change of the definition of Re m , is the presence of unknown constant c which is plausibly of order one. If we want to avoid the presence of unknown factors then we must either perform accurate study of v ′2 max or limit the consideration to small initial perturbations of the magnetic field which constitutes the kinematic dynamo problem. The point of introducing c is that the criterion is given in terms of hydrodynamic turbulence and not MHD turbulence.
Representation of energy growth rate for kinematic dynamo problem.
In the framework of the kinematic dynamo the evolution of the magnetic field B obeys
This equation is the second of Eqs. (2.1) , under the assumption that the Lorentz force (B · ∇)B term in the momentum equation is negligible due to the smallness of B, so that v ′ becomes v given by Eq. (2.2). Thus v in Eq. (5.1) is considered as a given flow that is independent of B. We are interested in the asymptotic properties of the evolution at large times. We observe that Eq. (2.5) gives
where λ(t) is a logarithmic growth rate of the magnetic field and we introduced the "spatially normalized magnetic field" b by
where ∇·b = 0 and we used Eq. (5.1). Previous considerations for Q 2 give the inequalities
where all quantities on the RHS refer to the instantaneous flow at time t, cf. with Eq. (4.2). We also find another inequality by introducing dimensionless variables as previously and using "time-dependent magnetic Reynolds number",
). (5.5)
Laminar flow. Comparison with Childress and Backus bounds.
A simple use of the above equations is provided by the kinematic dynamo problem for a time-independent laminar flow v. In this case Eq. (5.1) implies that at large times the magnetic field is given by B ∝ exp(λt)b(x) where λ is the largest eigenvalue of the time-independent evolution operator in Eq. (5.1). Then Eq. (5.2) provides the connection between λ and b.
We also observe that in the case of kinematic dynamo problem for laminar flow all results derived previously from the extended Reynolds-Orr equation hold with Q 1 omitted. Some conclusions are then obtainable from observing that Q 1 and Q 2 interchange under the change of sign of v. Thus if a hydrodynamic study proves that Q 1 is negative definite for a certain range of Re, and the flow has v → −v symmetry, then Q 2 is negative definite for the same range of Re m (with obvious implications for stability). We also have obvious conclusions from the inequalities given by Eqs. (5.4), (5.5).
We conclude from the last of Eqs. (5.4) that the magnetic field decays if v max d/η < √ α ≈ 5.71. This bound is very similar to Childress bound (Jones 2007 ) that would be obtained if we used in the derivations (Backus 1958) (∇ξ) 2 dx = ξ · (∇ × (∇ × ξ)) dx = (∇ × ξ) 2 dx (π 2 /a 2 ) ξ 2 dx, (5.6) instead of Eq. (3.1). We used ∇ · ξ = 0, vanishing of ξ on the boundary and introduced radius a of sphere circumscribing the flow domain. It is then readily seen that proceeding as previously we would find the decay condition v max a/η < π which is the Childress bound (Jones 2007 ). The bound v max d/η < √ α is tighter than the Childress bound if Hydromagnetic stability 7 the domain is a cube with side d. In this case a = √ 3d/2 and v max d/η < √ α is tighter by factor of √ 3α/(2π) ≈ 1.57. In contrast, if the domain is a sphere of radius a then d = 2a and v max d/η < √ α bound is less tight by factor of (2π)/ √ α ≈ 1.1. The consistent way of improving the bound for a given domain shape, as told above, is finding maximal α for which the inequality in Eq. (3.1) holds for all ξ, see Backus (1958) ; Serrin (1959) .
Similarly we conclude from the first of Eqs. (5.4) that the magnetic field decays if m max d 2 /η < α. This bound can be compared with Backus bound stating that the decay occurs if m max a 2 /η < π 2 . The bounds' comparison proceeds similarly to the discussion of the Childress bound above. Finally, Eq. (5.5) gives the stability bound Re m <Re m .
Turbulence.
We return to the general case. We have from Eq. (5.2) lim t→∞ (2t) −1 ln(e m (t)/e m (0)) = λ = bsb −η (∇b) 2 dx/V, (5.7)
provided that the limit exists where we remind the reader that the angular brackets stand for time-average. We find from Eq. (5.5) that if Re m <Re m (t) at all times then the energy decays. The equation that determines b which provides the maximum for the RHS of the last of Eqs. (5.5) is given by Eq. (2.9) with B replaced by b and the condition b 2 dx/V = 1. The solution proceeds as in Serrin (1959) holds, small perturbations of the magnetic field decay. For single-scale homogeneous random flow the criterion Re s m < α ≈ 32.6 is remarkably similar to that obtained from theoretical studies that are based on the Kazantzev-Kraichnan model of turbulence (Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005) . For turbulence with fluctuations at many scales, the flow gradients are determined by small-scale eddies (Frisch 1995) . Thus m max is larger than v 2 max 1/2 /d by a power of Reynolds number and only Re m < √ α ≈ 5.71 is really useful. We observe that Re m is similar to the usual way of defining the magnetic Reynolds number as the product of the integral scale L and the integral scale velocity V L divided by η. Indeed, in many practically relevant cases turbulence is stirred on the scale of the container so that L ∼ d. Moreover the statistics at the integral scale is not intermittent so that v 2 max 1/2 would usually be of the same order as V L (in many cases both velocities are similar to the velocity difference prescribed at the boundary). We conclude that Re m is of order of the usual magnetic Reynolds number which allows comparison with the usual criteria (Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005) .
Finally we provide a more detailed criterion by starting from the assumption that at large times the magnetic energy spectrum E B (t, k) of the magnetic field is separable, E B (t, k) = e m (t)e B (k), where k is the wavenumber. In the case of dynamo, where the field grows, this form is observed in a number of simulations of homogeneous isotropic turbulence, see Brandenburg & Subramanian (2005) and references therein. Since the magnetic field energy is E B (t, k)dk then we have e B (k)dk = 1. The spectrum of b is seen from the definition in Eq. (5.3) to be given by e B (k)/2. We find
where we designate by angular brackets with subscript c the spatio-temporal averages that can be assumed to be equal to the ensemble averages by ergodicity. We introduced the magnetic Reynolds number Re 2 m ≡ 2 v 2 max / η 2 ∞ 0 k 2 e B (k)dk . The difference of the inequality above from those used previously is that we treat the energy dissipation term without approximations. We find that for Re m < 1 we have λ < 0 and there is no dynamo effect. We observe that if we introduce a correlation length l c of the magnetic field by 2l
Since near the transition the correlation length of the magnetic field is of order of L then the above definition agrees by order of magnitude with the more usual definition Re m = V L L/η. This implies that for V L L/η ≪ 1 there is no dynamo.
6. Energy growth rate as infinite-dimensional Lyapunov exponent.
Numerical scheme.
We demonstrate that the energy growth rate, given by Eq. (5.7) via b in Eq. (5.3), is an infinite-dimensional generalization of the Lyapunov exponent. We recall the definition of the Lyapunov exponent for the dynamical systemẋ = f (x(t), t), see e. g. Fouxon et al. (2019) for account in the context of random flows. The distance r(t, x) between two infinitesimal trajectories located at t = 0 near x obeys
where x(t) is one of the trajectories, x(0) = x and σ ik (t) is ∇ k f i (x, t) taken at x = x(t).
If we introduce r = rn wheren is a unit vector, |n| = 1, then Eq. (6.1) gives, d ln r/dt =nσn, dn/dt = σn −n(nσn).
( 6.2)
The Lyapunov exponent then describes the limit lim t→∞ t −1 ln(r(t, x)/r(0, x)) = lim t→∞ t −1 t 0n σndt ′ ≡ λ 1 (x). (6.
3)
The limit is described by the Oseledets theorem (Oseledets 1968) , which is the counterpart of the ergodic theorem that states that the limit exists and equals the same constant λ 1 for all x except points with zero total volume. Thus if we define the statistics by averaging over x then the limit is given by λ 1 with probability one, which can be interpreted as the law of large numbers. The processnσn in the integrand of Eq. (6.3) has a finite correlation time τ c and the integral can be considered as a sum over disjoint intervals of length τ c where the contribution of each interval can be considered as an independent random variable. This reduces the time average to the form described by the law of large numbers. We see that λ in Eq. (5.7) is the infinite-dimensional generalization of the Lyapunov exponent. Indeed, Eq. (5.1) is the counterpart of Eq. (6.1) and r is the norm of the vector which is the counterpart of the L 2 −norm B 2 dx of B(x). This analogy has practical implications. The limit in Eq. (6.3) is independent of the initial r(0) and realization of σ which is determined by x. Similarly it is highly plausible that λ is independent of B(t = 0) and the realization of the turbulent flow v in Eq. (5.1). In both cases the law of large numbers holds, see however below. If so, measurements of λ can be obtained from one realization of the evolution. Another benefit of the analogy is computational. Direct measurement of λ 1 via the limit in Eq. (6.3) involves exponentially growing amplitudes r(t) that might be challenging numerically (Tabor 1989) . Therefore practical measurements use directly time-averaging ofn∇vn which allows to deal with quantities of non-growing magnitude, see e. g. Johnson & Meneveau (2015) . It is seen then that our Eq. (5.7) is the counterpart of this procedure and this may well be the simplest way for measurements of the energy growth rate. Numerical construction of b(t, x) is nearly identical to that of B(t, x). The field b(t + ∆t) equals B(t + ∆t), found by solving the induction equation over a time interval ∆t with normalized initial condition B(t, x) = b(t, x), and divided by B 2 (t + ∆t)dx/V . Here ∆t can be small or not, as found suited for the numerical experiment.
Having said the above, there is a significant difference between measurements of λ and λ 1 due to intermittency. The measurement of λ 1 involves the processn∇vn which is stationary. The field b however is not stationary despite that its spectrum becomes time-independent at large times. Intermittency causes the logarithmic growth rates of different order moments of the magnetic field to be different. We have, considering third order moment as an example, that |B| 3 / |B| 2 3/2 grows with time exponentially (Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005; Chertkov et al. 1999) . This indicates that |b| 3 grows in time indefinitely, not having a finite limit. This can be proved in V → ∞ limit where e m (t), given by a space-average, is a non-fluctuating quantity, E m (t) = B 2 (t) /2, so that |b| 3 = |B| 3 / |B| 2 3/2 . However as long as we are interested in the spectrum of B direct simulation of evolution of b according to Eq. (5.3) may provide the shortest way to the growth rate and the spectrum. We find from the above that we cannot prove that the limit in Eq. (5.7) converges to a constant with probability one by assuming that b is stationary. However it seems that the integral in the right hand side of Eq. (5.2), that is quadratic in b, still defines a stationary process due to the b 2 dx/V = 1 constraint. Then the law of large numbers does apply. A rigorous proof is beyond the scope of this paper.
Conclusions
Our work describes what can be inferred about the magnetic field generation in conducting fluids from general principles, without reverting to detailed calculations, theoretical or numerical. This includes thresholds for non-linear instability, that seemingly were not considered in this context previously. This is done by providing an extension of the Reynolds-Orr equation to magnetohydrodynamics. We demonstrated that this extension has similar powerful implications for the non-linear stability as its hydrodynamic counterpart. Thus we can prove that there is a range of small hydrodynamic and magnetic Reynolds numbers for which the laminar flow without magnetic field is stable with respect to disturbances of arbitrary magnitude. In the case of turbulence we provided a criterion for the decay of the magnetic field via properties of hydrodynamic turbulence and an unknown coefficient that is probably of order one. Here more detailed studies are needed including that, to the best of our knowledge, the critical magnetic Reynolds number below which initial, possibly large, disturbances of the magnetic field decay, is yet to be obtained numerically (similar studies for small initial disturbances are well-known Brandenburg & Subramanian (2005) ).
We remark that the derived stability criteria, are probably significantly smaller than the actual sharp bounds that would be found from detailed studies that are usually numerical (Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005) . This parallels the situation for the es-timates of the critical Reynolds number of hydrodynamic instability using the Reynolds-Orr equation -the estimates are too conservative (Landau & Lifshitz 2013; Serrin 1959) . However the described approach seems to be the only theoretical route to nonlinear stability. Moreover, even in the case of linear stability, the provided estimates are valuable since they do not require extensive calculations for reaching conclusions of wide generality. In this context it is worth stressing that the considerations above do not assume homogeneous isotropic flow and could be used for other random flows including the less studied inhomogeneous turbulence.
We also demonstrated that the logarithmic growth rate of magnetic field in the kinematic dynamo problem is described by an equation similar to that in the Reynolds-Orr equation. We revisited Childress and Backus bounds for laminar flows and considered implications for the field growth in turbulence.
We observed that our representation for the growth rate of the magnetic field energy in kinematic dynamo has the form of infinite-dimensional generalisation of the Lyapunov exponent. This allows to see that plausibly the rate converges to a constant, realisationindependent value and provides the counterpart for the numerical scheme that is used for the determination of the Lyapunov exponents. Thus the second magnetic moment is exceptional -measurement of the growth rates of moments of other orders would require averaging over realisations. Further, primarily numerical, work is needed in this direction.
